Evening Program
APRIL 24, 2021 6:00PM - 7:30PM

Introduction with Nicole Best and Erin Bolyard

Speech by Ron Taton, Board President

Tour of Footprints Center for Autism

Speech by Nicole Best, Clinical Director

Fashion Show, Directed by Sean Scott, Hosted by Nicole Best

Speech by Erin Bolyard, Executive Director

FCA Awards of Honor......

....Rachel Darroch, recipient of the 2021 Board Chair Recognition Award

....Bob & Michelle Sokolowski, & the team at Anderson Heating & Cooling,
recipients of the 2021 Award of Honor

....Desirea Thompson, recipient of the 2020 Board Chair Recognition Award

....Steve, Julie & Matthew Bolyard, recipients of the 2021 Award of Honor

How Your Donation Makes a Difference

Thank You to our Sponsors

Basket Winner Announcement

Conclusion with Nicole Best and Erin Bolyard

FOOTPRINTSCENTERFORAUTISM.COM

Welcome, Friends,

We are so happy that you are here with us today- wherever you are. Some of you
may be watching with family and friends, some of you may be watching from the
comfort of your couch, some of you may even be watching from across the
country. After a year of staying away from each other, we are excited to come
together for this virtual event tonight. We've missed you.
This year's event is different than all of our past events, and not just because it is
virtual. This year, so many of us are still recovering- some of us physically, many of us
emotionally- from the events of this past year. Years prior we've arrived with smiles on
our faces, joy in our hearts, and fewer worries than we carry today. We embraced
friends and family and shared laughter and a meal. We danced the night away and
cheered for the students in our fashion show.
This year, we are still coming together (virtually) to lift up a common cause- to raise
funds and awareness for the mission of Footprints Center for Autism. Together, we
are still making a difference in the lives of each and every student that we serve. But
this year, we reach out quietly, virtually, with tired eyes and with hearts reaching for
the joyfulness we felt in years past.
This year, our team hopes to brings some joy onto your screens and into your hearts
through our video program tonight. We hope that you feel the happiness in the smiles on
the kids' faces as they take the "stage" in our fashion show. We hope that our tour
gives you a glimpse of what our program looks like and how its grown since our first
year. We hope that the words shared by our speakers tonight encourage you and
remind you to be proud of the amazing work you are a part of just by purchasing a
ticket tonight.
On behalf of everyone at Footprints Center for Autism, we want to thank you for
your support, especially in a year as difficult as this one. Thank you for believing in our
vision with us. We are honored to have you with us tonight as we celebrate our
students, our staff, our program, and the incredible opportunity we've been given to do
this work. Your generous support truly means the world to us.

Erin Bolyard

Erin Bolyard
Executive Director

Our Leadership
Erin Bolyard
Executive Director
Co-Founder

Nicole Best
Clinical Director
Co-Founder

About our Organization
Mission Statement
Our mission is to provide comprehensive, collaborative, and child-centered programming for
individuals with autism in a positive and non-restrictive learning environment so that each
child can reach their highest potential and achieve excellence in all aspects of life.

3 Mission Areas
Comprehensive Approach - Footprints Center for Autism recognizes that learning goes
beyond academics. We believe in treating the whole child through the use of sensory
integration, collaborative therapies and teaching methods, and research based behavioral and
neurological interventions that are created to fit each individual child and their family.
Collaborative Approach - Footprints Center for Autism recognizes that learning goes beyond
the classroom. We believe in the potency and effectiveness of bridging the gap between home
and school, parents/guardians and teachers/therapists. We offer and encourage many
collaborative opportunities, such as seminars, observations, family meetings, etc. We believe
that the best way to treat the whole child is to provide support in all aspects of his/her world.
Child-Centered Approach - Footprints Center for Autism understands that each child is
unique and has his or her own abilities to succeed in everyday life. With this understanding, we
design a program that focuses on the strengths of each child and meets their individual needs.
This is done by providing opportunities for play and creative exploration along with
individualized instruction that is centered around each student.

Vision
Footprints Center for Autism envisions a world where all people with autism have the
resources to live up to his or her fullest potential across all settings. There are many gaps in
the consistency of intervention between school, home, and the community. Footprints Center
for Autism intends to help bridge those gaps by providing individualized therapy for the child
and collaborative training opportunities for their families and caretakers.

"Hi I’m Callie. My 4 year old son, Jacob, is
autistic and goes to Footprints Center for
Autism. He’s in Mr. Sean’s preschool class.
We are a military family and we move a lot.
Jacob has been at 3 different schools,
including Footprints. Footprints has continued
to go above and beyond our expectations in a
preschool. It’s very evident that everyone at
Footprints loves their job and truly cares
about the kids. We couldn’t ask for a better
group of people to help our child grow to his
full potential.
Since being at Footprints, we have seen so
much growth! Jacob is able to often self
regulate his emotion, communicate, and take
turns with friends. We are so thankful for
Footprints, they truly are an amazing team."
~Callie

"Elijah has been at Footprints since Fall 2020. The
progress and overall difference in him is unbelievable.
Before he attended, he was not speaking and not
independent in any way. It hasn't even been a full year
and he's using sign language, speaking, and so much
more independent. The staff at FCA treat your
c
child(ren) as if they're their own and they are the
mo
most caring group of individuals. They have given us
and o
our son a better outlook on life and the future."
~Emilie

Footprints Testimonials
"A year ago, we were being told our son
needed “heavy duty” meds to manage his
behavior. Every day was a negative issue, a
battle, a problem... He was being isolated
from peers because he was acting
aggressively toward them. His school day
looked nothing like a typical school day (and
that was ok...but I worried how he would
ever transition out of that). I was
questioning myself and my parenting. I was
failing my child and I truly didn’t know what
to do.
Now, a year later, he’s in a classroom with
other children all day. He does typical school
activities and he has adapted to a more
traditional school setting. He goes outside as
often as possible. He is surrounded by
adults who love him and guide him when he’s
having a hard time. He’s learned coping skills.
HE HAS FRIENDS. It’s amazing what a year
and a special place can do for a child.
Thank you to all the FCA staff for bringing
joy like this into my child’s life."
~Erin

"My husband and I have been telling all of our family and
friends what a blessing this school has been for our
son AJ. His teacher, Miss Ashley has gone above and
beyond our expectations. We didn’t want a teacher
who simply educates our child. We wanted someone
who cares for and believes in him. She has helped him
develop his social skills and feel confident in the
classroom and around the other teachers and staff.
She has been exactly what we were looking for and
needed. He has grown so much academically. With Miss
Ashley’s guidance, AJ has built so much trust and
confidence in his work and actions. It is clear that
AJ’s literacy and numeracy skills have developed
considerably. He comes home everyday happy and his
anxiety has decreased so much this past year. There is
no more anxiety before school and he is eager to get
there everyday! Thank you to Footprints for helping
us so much! We are lucky to have you and your
amazing staff!"
~Mike and Amy

Providing comprehensive, collaborative, and child-centered programming
for children with autism and other disabilities in Northeast Ohio.
We offer speech therapy, occupational therapy,
and special education services.
Want to learn more?
Find us at www.footprintscenterforautism.com
or give us a call at 440-259-3726
Keep up with us on social media:
/footprintscenterforautism
/footprintscenterforautism
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